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BACKGROUND
This booklet presents a selection of
photographs and drawings, each
accompanied with a written reflection,
that give insight to the schooling
experiences of orphaned and vulnerable
learners in the Bondo District of Western
Kenya.
The process of inviting community
members – in this case children and
youth – to document their experiences
of an aspect of community life through
photography and reflection is called
Photovoice.
Photovoice
was
spearheaded by Dr Caroline Wang and
refers to a participatory methodology
that enables participants to learn, reflect
and communicate issues important to
them. Since its inception in 1992,
Photovoice has proved to be an
important method and platform for nongovernmental organisations and service
providers to learn what issues are
important through the eyes of
community members.
Against this background, and in our
interest to facilitate child-led research,
WVP Kenya, in collaboration with the
Department of Health Promotion and
Development, University of Bergen,
facilitated in 2012 a Photovoice project
with 57 orphaned and vulnerable
learners – providing them with a springboard to communicate salient issues
with regards to their schooling and to
use this as background to frame and
inform policy and practice.

The Photovoice project formed part
of a larger research programme that
explored ways schools are succeeding
or failing in supporting orphaned and
vulnerable learners. The project was
funded by the Norwegian Research
Council and granted ethical approval
by the Norwegian Social Science Data
Services (27655/AH/RF) and The
National Council for Science and
Technology in Kenya (NCST/RCD/12A/
012/043B). All photographs, drawings
and stories have been reproduced
with permission from the participating
children.
This booklet does not present all
the themes emerging from the
Photovoice exercise, but is limited to
those that re-occurred more than five
times. The themes are presented
under six main categories that allude
to the
1. importance of education
2. home barriers to education
3. children’s agency
4. supportive home environments
5. school barriers to education
6. supportive school environments
Each theme is illustrated by a
representative picture, drawing and
written reflection.
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1
IMPORTANCE OF EDUCATION

4

BECOMING WISER

“I want to share the story in this photo because it shows what I like to do in school
that makes me happy. I like reading for many reasons and not only because of
happiness. First I like reading books because it expands my knowledge on basic life
skills that enables me to conduct my life smoothly. I also learn on skills on how to
fight against challenges that may come upon me in real life. Secondly books act as
my encouragement. Some books have articles or sayings of encouragement that
when I am stressed up I just read them and like a miracle they act as a cure to my
stress. So I would encourage others to read and digest what they read as this will
help them fit in today’s real life situation in Africa as a whole”
Quenter, age 17, secondary school learner
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OBTAINING LIFESKILLS

“The drawing is a picture of a shop. This shows the importance of going to school
in that in school it is where somebody can learn the basic skills on how to start a
business and how to run it. If you have not gone to school you may start a business
but it won’t prosper/last because you will not have the knowledge of how to keep
your savings and how to use them. You may not also be having the skills to search
for a business opportunity. You also learn on ways to keep your records thus
making you to avoid possibilities of business failures.”
Linder, age 18, secondary school learner
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GETTING A DREAM JOB

“This picture shows the importance of going to school, if I go to school then I might
come to know several things that I did not know and would acquire more
knowledge to do several things. Education can also make one to get a job and
become such a person like a pilot, a teacher or even a driver and through these
one may also resort to helping others and change your background and the
indented image of your family. By this one can change the lives of other people by
being a role model or even help some of your siblings by paying their school fees
so that they can also reach the level that you have reached.”
Moses, age 14, primary school leaner
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BEING ABLE TO HELP OTHERS

“I would like to share with you this picture to show you the importance of
education. This is my teacher, she is busy working in her office and she is really
enjoying his work and very determined in life. In future I would like to be like her
and work in such an office or in any other bigger office and from there I would
either build an orphanage for the needy children like I or even build my own school
for the purpose of helping the needy like this my teacher has been of much help to
the needy in my school. This is the major reason why I think education is
important.”
John, age 16, secondary school learner
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IMPROVING ONE’S LIFE STYLE

“I want to share this photo of a permanent house in our community because it
makes me feel motivated and be serious in my studies. I do feel that those people
who went to school and excelled are the ones having such kind of houses. I once
went to a village where people were learned and almost everybody seemed to
have a permanent house. I felt like crying when I remembered our house. I do
believe that I am also going to do well in my education so that I get a special job for
me to have such kind of a house. I do feel hurt when I see educated people with
permanent houses while ours is just a grass thatched one, and when I see children
joking around with education I wish he/she knew the importance of going to
school..”
Agnes, age 17, secondary school learner
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2
HOME BARRIERS TO EDUCATION
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POVERTY

“This is a photo which I took of my uniform. I want to share this photo because it is
the only uniform I own, it is torn and is the one I wear when going to school. I feel
embarrassed when I put on this torn uniform because parts of my body parts get
exposed. Some children also utter bad words to me saying “birds have built nests
on my clothes”. This makes me sad when they tell me such things and sometimes
makes me not to want to come to school. In this photo I had washed my uniform
and put them out on the hanging line to dry. Because of the embarrassment that
my torn uniform causes me by exposing my body parts and the fact that to other
children also say bad things concerning my clothes, this sometimes affects me and
l lack concentration in school.”
Elias, age 12, primary school learner
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LACK OF FOOD

“This is a photo of ugali and omena (small fish). I took it at night when our family
members were eating. It shows that we have scarcity of food to eat because we are
a family of four and this is the only food that we were sharing and it is not enough.
This has caused a lot of starvation in our family. Sometimes I do miss supper and
also when we wake up there is no breakfast, and when this happens I become
weak and I cannot perform my work well. This has affected my learning in school
because even when in school and I be informed about my mother’s life at home,
how she struggles to get food but all in vain, I feel desperate and stressed up. I can
even miss going to eat because I see no reason of being sure of three meals in
school in a day yet my family cannot even afford a single one. This is just because
of lack of income to support us.”
Emmanuel, age 16, secondary school learner
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LIVING ARRANGEMENTS

“I would like to share with you this picture to show you some of the challenges
that I do face at home despite my efforts to improve the situation by giving my
grandmother a proper care. This is our house; the house is in a very bad state it is
not safe for living inside it. I do not have money that I can use to repair the house
and it is almost falling, being that when it rains the water always drips inside the
house, the house has since been infested by jiggers that have caused me problems
at home. Recently my grandmother was attacked by the jiggers and she could not
walk so I had to use a needle to remove the jiggers from her legs, I would open up
the wounds and pour paraffin in them and this at least helped my grandmother
because I had no money to take her to the hospital. This however has been
affecting me too because I have also been attacked by jiggers from this house and I
had to go to school late because I could not walk faster and this has affected my
academics.”
Perres, aged 14, primary school learner
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CAREGIVING

“I would like to share with you this picture to show you some of the responsibilities
that I have at home and which make me perform poorly in school because I would
always think about how my grandmother is doing. This is our house, I would always
ensure that I lock it before I go to school and leave my sick grandmother inside.
She is so sick and old that she is even turning mentally ill so I have to lock her
inside so that nothing happens to her. Every morning before I go to school I will
ensure that I cook for her and put the food inside the house so that she can eat it
at lunch time being that I usually do not come back home for lunch because the
little that I get I would leave for my grandmother. In the evening after school I
would look for local vegetables from the farms to cook for supper, fetch water and
warm some of the water for my grandmother to bathe, wash utensils and cook
before I start doing my homework. School levies has been another problem to me
because whenever I am sent home for fees I will instead stay at home until I get
money to take to school and these long periods away from school makes me not to
perform well .”
Jane, age 15, primary school learner
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HOUSEHOLD CHORES

“I want to share this picture with many people to tell them how people like I do
not have enough time for studying as we owe to study even at home. This is
because of so many reasons such as lack of school fees, too much work at home
and lack of books. As for me I do not perform well in school because of too much
work at home except for the school where I have enough time to study like in the
picture where I am studying with my friends. At home I always have to wash
utensils, fetch water, fetch firewood, and wash clothes unlike when I am in school
when I have enough time to study with my friends and this makes me very happy.
At home none is ready to help me to do my studies because I am always ever busy
and I do not have books to do my studies.”
Ian, age 17, secondary school learner
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CASUAL LABOUR

“This photo depicts something that helps me attend school. I use the sisal to make
ropes and sell to get money which I use to buy my personal effects and get pocket
money for school. This is the source of earning which I have during holidays
because it helps me in several ways and not only in terms of school. It also helps us
to get our household needs like food which enables our life to continue. As
members of our family we do appreciate cleaning sisal in order to make ropes to
sell as our main source of income. But it is also harmful because sometimes I come
across snake coiling under the sisal stem. Making the sisal is also a tedious job
since it requires a lot of energy. Making the sisal can also lead to one developing
chest problems and sometimes stunted growth. This is because during the cleaning
process of the sisal leaves one applies chemicals and a lot of energy for them to be
clean and ready for use.”
Linder, age 18, secondary school learner
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3
CHILDREN’S AGENCY
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ASK FOR SUPPORT

“This woman helps me by providing for me things needed in school or money
when I ask her. She is not my relative but I got close to her because I used to school
with her daughter in the same class. This lady is very kind hearted. She is a widow
and has six children, 5 of her own and one who is a relative. Despite the large
number of children that she takes care of she can still offer to help me whenever I
am in a difficult situation. She runs a bar business which is her main source of
income. When I am completely unable to get anything needed in school and loose
hope completely of finding it, this lady is always my last resort. She rarely lets me
down and will do anything she can to help. She has helped me in many occasions
by giving me money for the small levies required in school. She also buys me
books, pens and pencils which I use for my school and homework.”
Winnie, age 13, primary school learner
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WORK TO COVER EXPENSES

“I want to share this photo with you because this is the way I generate income. I
burn charcoal and sell so that I get money to buy my school necessities. I cut down
trees and then arrange them before I cover them with grass before I put fire and
let them to burn to form charcoal. This story relates to the life of children like me
because it is really difficult for them when they are sent for fees because that is
when they go and make the charcoal to go and sell to get money. Making the
charcoal is a long process that can take days and by this time the other children are
in school learning. By the time they finish and go back to school the other children
will have gone far with learning and it may be difficult for this child to catch up
with the others hence when failing in the exams.”
Lydia, age 16, secondary school learner
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JUGGLE WITH SCHOOL AND
HOME DUTIES

“I want to share with you this picture to show you some of the duties that I have to
do for my sick mother and also to let you know how my life is like as a young carer.
After school I would fetch water before I embark on cooking and I would always
remember to carry my book which I would be reading as I cook so as to save on
time even though it is not easy. I would always do this also to save on paraffin but
due to the smoke that comes from the fire sometimes can hinder me from reading
because my eyes would be itching. This has helped me a bit because at least I have
a short time for doing my home studies.”
Victor, age17, secondary school learner
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4
SUPPORTIVE HOME
ENVIRONMENT
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COMMITTED CAREGIVERS

“This grandmother has been struggling so hard with her grandchildren whose
parents have died. She does this alone that there is no one to help her out from
paying school levies to food and clothing. She gets involved in casual labours in
order to bring food on the table or at times she sells vegetables to get money for
school fees for her grandchildren.”
Maria, age 13, primary school learner
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HOUSEHOLD ASSETS

“I have taken this picture because I always wish that we had such cows in our
homestead since this could have improved my academics because I can even use
the cows that can generate me income to pay the school levies and even buy food
at home. This can happen if I sell one of the cows or even sell the milk and this
could be of great help to me especially because there is no one to pay my school
fees, give me food and even clothing and other personal items especially that I am
a girl child and things like sanitary pads are very difficult to get considering my
home situation, the money that I always work for people to get I can only use to
buy food for I and my grandmother and pay part of school levies and this makes
life to be difficult for me.”
Penina, age 13, primary school learner
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SUPPORTIVE NEIGHBOURS

“This woman helps me by providing for me things needed in school or money
when I ask her. She is not my relative but I got close to her because I used to school
with her daughter in the same class. This lady is very kind hearted. She is a widow
and has six children, 5 of her own and one who is a relative. Despite the large
number of children that she takes care of she can still offer to help me whenever I
am in a difficult situation. She runs a bar business which is her main source of
income. When I am completely unable to get anything needed in school and loose
hope completely of finding it, this lady is always my last resort. She rarely lets me
down and will do anything she can to help. She has helped me in many occasions
by giving me money for the small levies required in school. She also buys me
books, pens and pencils which I use for my school and homework.”
Winnie, age 13, primary school learner
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5
SCHOOL BARRIERS TO
EDUCATION
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FEES AND LEVIES

“I want to share this photo with you because I would like to tell you something that
most of the vulnerable children do lack and if only they could have it they can work
extremely harder to achieve their goals in life. School fees has been a problem
especially to me because there is no one to pay my school fees except from when I
work hard to raise money. I had an initial ambition to be a journalist but I have lost
hope because I do not have books and payment of school fees. Lack of books, fees
and better school uniform has made me to stay out of school for more than one
month period and this has made me not to perform well in my classwork. In my
last exams I stayed for a longer time back home and when I came back to do the
exam I did not do very well and I found myself being amongst the last position.”
Rose, age 15, secondary school learner
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COST OF SCHOOL ITEMS

“I would like to share with you this picture to show you something that I do lack
and would always wish I had so that I can improve in my studies. These are books I
do lack books that can enable me to perform well in class if I read the books,
school fees has been another problem to me and most of the time I am forced to
stay at home for quite a longer time because I do not have money to pay. I also do
not have good school uniform apart from the old ones that I have and this always
makes me not to associate with most of my classmates because they would always
make fun about my old school uniform and this makes me to feel so bad.”
Jane, age 16, secondary school learner
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ASSISTANCE LIMITED TO
PERFORMING STUDENTS

“I drew this picture to show you some kind of help that students do get from my
school. The help that students do get from my school is always given to good
performing but vulnerable students who are not able to get some of the school
items like books to write on. Such students are always given gifts like books, pens
and even text books as a present to motivate them to keep on working hard in
school, this is because the school is not well established and there is no much
support that the teachers do give to the students. At times such students might get
assistance from teachers who may come up to pay their school fees or even buy
them school uniform like there was a student that was offered accommodation by
a teacher who also offered to pay part of the school fees because the student had
no good place to stay in.”
Edmond, age 13, secondary school learner
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6
SUPPORTIVE SCHOOL
ENVIRONMENTS
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CARING TEACHERS

This is my teacher, she is caring and understanding because whenever I am sent
back home for school fees she would always help me especially when my parent
was not in a position to pay it. She is also always there to help me especially on
maths problems if I have any and she has become one teacher who is loved by
almost every teacher. She teaches well and if we do not understand anything from
the lessons then she would be there to help. She is good and I am sure that she
can make me to reach my destination and become the person that I would like to
be. She has made me to know the things that I did not know and as per now any
question that she asks in class I am in a position to answer it. She is a good teacher
that has added some value to all the students and therefore a role model to all the
pupils.
Dollian, age 12, primary school learner
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UNDERSTANDING TEACHERS

“I would like to share with you this picture to show someone that makes me happy
in school. This is our madam teacher; she is in class trying to teach us I like her
because she has been an encouragement to me because she would always help me
out whenever I am depressed with anything. The teacher would always n share
with me her life story how she struggled in life to become a teacher that she is
today, she also used to be a young carer taking care of her aged grandmother and
attending school at the same time. Comparing the stories I find them to be almost
the same and so this would encourage me to concentrate in class, apart from that
the teacher would be there for any kind of help that she is able to give if at all she
is able to. This always makes me happy because I have someone who carers for me
and helps me through all the difficulties that I may have while in school.”
Jane, age 16, secondary school learner
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TEACHERS ASSISTING PUPILS

“I have drawn this picture to show you some kind of help that students have been
receiving from my school especially from this teacher. The teacher has been
helping some of the vulnerable children in school and I am included because she
has been helping me. Whenever people are sent home for some school levies then
she would always not send me because she understands my home situation and
she would always allow me to pay if only I have some money. There was a time
that I was sent home for some school levies which was one hundred shillings only
and as always I went home and changed to civilian clothes ready to go and start my
normal work of fetching water for people and they would pay me and while I was
in the process the teacher sent a student to tell me to go back to school and she
paid for me that money. The teacher is very friendly to the students and she would
not hesitate to help any that comes for some help and whenever any of the
students has a problem she would always there to give some counselling.”
Joy, age 13, primary school learner
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FRIENDSHIPS

“I want to share this photo to show how happy I am in school as I enjoy keeping
myself busy by reading a book or even writing notes as some of my friends make
fun of me. This photograph is so beautiful to me because it shows how I am busy
doing my assignment as some of my classmates make stories to keep them busy
and happy. Being happy at times becomes difficult for me because I come from a
family where there is quarrelling all the time and there is no peace leave alone
time for studying. This always affects me either physically or mentally and I cannot
be happy even as much as I try to be, I would come to school very moody and
reluctant and I can only seek refuge from these my friends who would make stories
for me and we would try to do other things that can make us busy. So the photo
depicts the happiness that we always experience in school as some of my friend
make stories while others read and we do a lot of things to keep us. We enjoy
doing things together both in school and at home. Here we gather to do casual
labour in peoples farms and it is through this that I get money to buy food for my
guardian or even keep some for my school fees. My friends would always be there
to tell the others if there is any labour to be done in somebody’s farm so that we
can all go to search for money together. We would also share ideas on what to do
so that we can get money to cater for our basic needs, we would read books
together and share whatever we have and this keeps me going to”
Violet, age 22, secondary school learner
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RESPITE FROM HOME TROUBLE

“I want to share with you this picture because I would like to tell you what makes
me happy in school and makes me forget all my bad memories of things that
happen at home and it makes me to refresh my mind and makes me to
concentrate in my work. This is our volleyball pitch; I usually play here with my
friends and like in the picture we were in the process of playing. Playing in the
pitch with my friends makes me happy because I feel comfortable unlike at home
where I do not have anyone to play with and instead it is always working in order
to get school fees or what to eat at home. This has always been making me to
forget about the old memories of all the kind of work that I do at home and the
situation at home. My friends that I am playing with also do help me to by
encouraging me to work hard in school as this would in future help me to improve
on my education. This is one of the things that have been helping me even to
improve on my academics in school and also to work hard towards achieving my
ambitions in future.”
Roy, age 15, secondary school learner
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INCOME GENERATING
ACTIVITIES

“This is the kind of activity that is carried out in our school for the support of the
students. The drawing shows some seedlings in a seed nursery, the teacher would
always allow the students to plant kales within the school compound and when
the kales are big enough for sales there is always a vehicle that always takes them
to the market and the money that is got is always used by the teacher to buy
school items like books that can help us in our schooling. At times when the
harvest is good and the money raised is plentiful the teachers will set up a lunch
programme for us, so that we can take lunch in school rather than going home for
lunch. This is very important to us needy children as it means we also get some
food and can perform well in school.”
Jacktone, age 15, secondary school learner
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USING THIS INFORMATION
ARE YOU A TEACHER?
As a teacher you play a central role in improving the educational experience of
orphaned and vulnerable learners. For a start, you can use the information
presented in this booklet to reflect on how your school helps, or makes
learning difficult, for orphaned and vulnerable pupils. Use the stories
presented in this booklet to encourage yourself and your colleagues to show
sympathy to orphaned and vulnerable learners. You can familiarize yourself
with their background and support them through counseling, encouragement
and by showing flexibility. Share with them what you can and take initiative to
set up school activities that can support orphaned and vulnerable children
(e.g., school gardens, goat keeping, a tree nursery, remedial classes and antistigma campaigns).
ARE YOU A COMMUNITY MEMBER?
As a community member there is much you can do to improve the learning of
orphaned and vulnerable learners. Here are just a few examples. 1) You can
take an active interest in working with your local neighbourhood school to
make it more inclusive of orphaned and vulnerable learners. 2) You can work
with school leaders and teachers to identify the most vulnerable children in
your community, help them understand the plight of orphaned and vulnerable
learners. 3) You can organize Harambees to generate local support for poverty
stricken households. Take initiative to set up community-based activities that
raise funds to meet the needs of orphaned and vulnerable learners. 4) You can
also help with the caregiving of sick or elderly community members, share with
them what you have and generally provide guidance and encouragement to
orphaned and vulnerable children.
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